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The person for whom you are planning a unique gift, if he/she it an intellectual kind of person; then a
custom made newspaper will an excellent idea. Some excellent ideas on the above thought are
available for you below:

Anniversary Edition Newspaper Book:

When you decide to present a memorable anniversary gift; try this one. Anniversary book is ideal for
gifting on the occasion of celebrating a Paper; Ruby; Silver; Pearl or a Golden marriage anniversary.
The past memories will be enlightened; when the two lovers who have taken a long walk together in
life.

Through the newspaper book you will depict a glimpse of how the world has been all these years;
that has been accounted by the press. Do not forget to attach the advertisements of the past years
too along with the headlines.

Add your personal touch in this gift so that the gift can be a memory for the coupleâ€™s life all through.
At the beginning of the book there is a certificate attached which also if you wish you can
personalize with adding the name of the recipient; along with a beautiful heart touching message.
The font of the cover of the book can be embossed in golden or in silver color. This will make the
book look more exclusive. In this way you can present

personalised newspaper gifts

First select the newspaper dates which you want to get in the anniversary book and then add the
customizations.

This gift usually comes in large book size. As a result more effect it leaves on the recipients.
However the cover can be of three different types: Luxury Leather Cover; Premium Leather Cover;
and Standard Cover. You can choose any of the above cover type according to your affordability.

personalised rider cup golf book:

If your friend is a golf lover; for his/her birthday you can gift a golf book with your personalised
touch. But to create the book you need to do a thorough research of the golf legends; and also need
to check the newspaper coverage made on them. A golfing fan will be mesmerized after looking at
your exclusive gift.

On the cover of the golf book you can also emboss the name of the recipient with golden color. It
will touch the heart of the recipient more and will be a life memory too. And inside the book there will
be a certificate attached with the name of the recipient . if you wish you can add an extra message
too at the top or end of the certificate.
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John Edwards - About Author:
John Edwards here focuses on some a personalised newspaper gifts which can be given on every
occasion to your loved one. Gifts include Anniversary Edition Newspaper Book,personalised
newspaper gifts etc.
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